
“I don't think of anything when I paint. I see colours.” (Paul Cézanne)

Watercolour Workshop
2018





Welcome to supercraft!

Hallo und willkommen zum 37. supercraft Kit!
Schön, dass du mitmachst!

Im supercraft SPÄTSOMMER Kit 2018 führen wir dich 
- gemeinsam mit der Künstlerin Catherina Türk - an die 
Kunst des Aquarellmalens heran. Mit zarter Farbe und 
feinem Pinsel lernst du Schritt für Schritt, wie du tolle 
Ergebnisse erzielst und die Natur auf deinen Malblock 
zauberst.

Wie immer ist das Spätsommer-Kit perfekt geeignet, 
um es mit in den Urlaub oder den Park zu nehmen und 
das schöne Wetter mit einer Portion DIY zu genießen.
Wir wünschen dir einen schönen Sommer und ganz 
viel Vergnügen beim Selbermachen mit supercraft! 

Hello dear supercrafter! 
Welcome to the supercraft Late Summer Kit of 2018!

For the Late Summer supercraft Kit we teamed up 
with one of the finest watercolour artists: Catherina 
Türk. She is known for her beautiful bird paintings! 
Catherine loves nature and will show you how to 
approach your next watercolour project and get 
beautiful results. 

As always, the Late Summer Kit is perfect for your 
summer vacation or the next trip to the park. Learn 
how to paint beautiful watercolour paintings with 
supercraft! We hope you enjoy this kit. Have a great 
time supercrafting and a wonderful summer!

Happy Making :)
Catharina & Sophie



Let's go!
This kit will guide you step-by-step through painting with watercolours. We show you different paint washes and 
tricks and provide you with all you need to paint beautiful birds and feathers. You can later frame your work, or use 
the provided wooden loop to make an amazing feather mobile for your room. Happy making!

Diese Materialien bekommst du von uns
- Aquarellmalkasten
- Aquarellpapierblock
- Zwei Pinsel in verschiedenen Stärken
- Bleistift
- Holzreifen
- Vorlagen zum Ausmalen von Federn
- Nadel
- Nähgarn
- Perlen

Diese Materialien benötigst du zusätzlich
- Kleines, spitzes Messer
- Feine Schere
- Glas mit Wasser
- Küchentuch

Inside this kit
- Watercolour paint box palette
- Watercolour paper
- 2 brushes in different sizes
- Pencil
- Wooden loop
- Feather templates
- Needle
- Thread
- Beads

Additional tools
- Small knife
- Fine-tip scissors
- Glas of water
- Kitchen cloth



Watercolour Basics

A few things that are good to know before you start:

Watercolour Paper Block: The sheets on your watercolour paper 
block are glued on all four sides with a backing board. The block 
provides surface and keeps the sheets streched until the water is 
dry. DO NOT tear off the sheet before you start paiting but use 
the whole block as support. When you finnished your project, 
use a steep knife to remove the sheet from the block, from the 
right unglued corner to the left. Now you can start with the next 
painting. 

Watercolour Palette: If you don't want different colours to run 
into one another, always make sure to let the painted colour dry. 
If you do wish to have them run into one antother start the next 
colour as long as the previous one is not dry. You find the names 
of the colours used in the instructions on the package of tha colour 
pallette!

First off: There is no right or wrong. There is not THE one right 
technique or method of how to paint. There are some basics 
though, that we want to share with you. But basically, your 
enthusiasm and creativity is the most important thing :)

The watercolour pigments in your watercolour pallette are 
bound with Gummi Arabicum - a water-soluble and invisible 
binding material. That's why watercolours have their amazing 
luminosity. The more you mix the pigments with colour, the 
brighter the colours.

There is no colour White. White or light spaces are achieved by 
leaving a blank space or use very little colour.

And of course, a very important part of watercolour painting 
is the water. The famous look and blurred lines and colours are 
achieved by using just the right amount of water.



Paint a Robin

Use a pencil and draw a small circle where 
you want the robin to have its little eye.

Now mix a lot of water (to get a light hue) 
with a small touch of  “Umbra Natur”. 
Use the big brush and the wash (water-
color paint diluted with water) to paint the 
body of the robin.

Don't worry - the exact proportions are 
not the most important thing here, just try 
and see how you like your robin.

Use the fine brush and a lot of “Umbra 
Natur” dilluted in some water (less water 
to get a darker hue) to paint a little hood. 
Simply try to dab the brush and see if the 
hood emerges when the wash touches the 
body. 

Now use the same technique to add a 
little wing, left and right. You can form 
the wings by adding a little more colour to 
your wash.

Finally, the robin gets his cute red breast. 
Use a little of the “Karminrot” on your 
brush and dab some colour onto the birds 
breast. Be careful and see how far the 
colour runs before you use too much of 
the red.

Now try an be a bit bold and use some 
more red. 



...and dab some orange into the wash to 
make the robins breast bright and lumi-
nous.

Mix some of the “Umbra Natur” and 
“Lampenschwarz” in the lid of the palette 
to a dark brown hue. Dab some of the 
darker hue in the wings and to make the 
wings and hood more vivid.

Paint the a sharp beak with a fine brush 
and the same hue.

Once the colours dried you can paint the black eye. Don't forget 
the “Highlight”, to give the bird a lively appreance. To achieve 
that, simply leave a small white space in the eye.

To give the eye an even more vivid look, use slightly damp brush 
and carefully take some of the black away.



And maybe a little branch to sit on ...

... and if you like, some leafs!

Now give the robin legs and feet with the dark brown hue and a 
fine brush.





Fantasy Bird

Start by drawing a small circle with a pen-
cil. This is where the bird will have its little 
eye. Once you practised a bit, you can 
simply leave a white space for the eye but 
for beginners it is helpful to use a pencil to 
indicate the eye.

Now mix a light hue with a lot of water 
and little colour. For the little blue bird we 
mixed a brush tip “Ultramarinblau” in a lot 
of water in the lid.

Now apply the wash around the birds eye 
to paint the body. You can apply a glaze 
(a glaze is a transparent layer of colour on 
an area that is already painted) of another 
hue in there and see how the colour runs.

Use the fine brush and dab some “Ultra-
marinblau” with very little water on the 
body of the bird, where it should be blue 
- for example on the breast. 

The more colour you apply on one area, 
the more liminous is gets. With more 
practise you will get a good feel of how 
much colour is just right. But keep a sense 
for experimenting with colours and water 
because that is  a lot of what makes water-
colouring so lolvey.

You can add some “Lampenschwarz” into 
the blue to add a little depth. Keep in 
mind that you must work quickly with this 
“wet-on-wet” technique: once the wash is 
dry the colours won't run into one another 
and you'll get sharp edges. 



To give the bird a red back, dab pure 
“Karmesinrot” on the upper back and 
see how the colour finds its way. You can 
always dab a little more colour if you want 
to make the colours pop. 

Now give him a tail and indicate the wind 
with some “Umbra Natur” You can paint 
the wing and tail any way you want - it's 
your little fantasy bird!

Use the big brush to paint a fantasy tail. 
You can add a little more of the blue and 
imagine the bird any way you like.

As long as the surface is damp, but not too wet, you can control the running colours and 
highlicht different areas.

Wait until the head of the bird is como-
letely dry. That's important beacuse you 
want the eye to have a sharp contour. 
Paint the eye with a small brush and some 
black colour. Again, don't forget the  
“Highlight” in the eye: leave a small white 
space to make the eye look lively.



To give it an even more realistiv look, use 
damp brush and take some of the black 
away. Brush must be clean!

Now give the bird a beak. We used the 
“Siena Gebrannt“ and if you want to high-
light the tip a bit, add a wee bit of black as 
long as the “Siena Gebrannt” is wet. 

If you want to fuse the beak with the birds 
head softly, use a clean, damp brush and 
blur the area a bit. 

The birds needs some legs and feet so 
why not use  “Siena Gebrannt” and some 
water. 

Work the way previously described to blur 
the sharp edge.
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Feathers

The colour can only run as far, as there is water on the surface. 
You can observe how colours run and form contours on the 
edges or you can see how colours pop by dabbing some more. 

You can also try and paint a realistic feather. Use “Siena Ge-
brannt”, “Umbra Natur” and very little Black to create a natural 
look of feathers that could be from an owl. 

Feathers are a great way to practise and mix washes. Use the 
lid of the palette to mix your colours with water and see what 
happens when you mix any colour you like.

Let your creativity run free! If you want your feathers to become 
a soft look, use a wash as a surface on each feather to get nice 
gradients. as a neutral wash you can always use “Umbra Natur” 
with a lot of water. You could also use just water as a surface and 
add some colour but by using a wash you can see your surface 
and the contours better and if you use a transparent wash, the 
result will be the same. 

Just experiment with the templates, use a lot of colour for one 
and a little less on the other, work with the small and the big 
brush. Let colours run into one another and also try to control 
the colours and get sharper edges. 











Summer-Feather-Mobile

1.  First paint the feathers to your liking and let them dry. You can use our colour com- 
 positions as an inspiration or paint your very own colour mixes.
2.  Optional: You can paint the back of the feathers with a transparent wash, so that  
 they'll be coloured on both sides. We only painted on side. Leave to dry.
3.  Now cut the feathers out. If you want to give them a realistic look cut in the edges. 
4.  Now use sewing thread to put each feather on a string. Cut different lenghts of   
 thread and sting the feathers with the help of a needle.
5.  Double the sewing thread and string a small bead over the feather. 
6.  Now attach the feathers on the stings in different lenghts to the wooden loop. Use as  
 as many feathers as you like.  

1 Afternoon

YOU NEED
Feather Templates

Watercolour Palette
Brush
Water

Scissors
Wooden Loop
Sewing Thread

Beads
Sewing Needle

To paint feathers is fun, but you can also do something with it! How about a lovely watercolour 
summer feather mobile? Hang it in the children's room, the bathroom, over the bed or near a 
window. The beautiful paper feathers will create a relaxing atmosphere and bring a nice hand-
made style to your room! Happy making!
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Perfekte PomPoms für jede Gelegenheit!
 
PomPoms machen gehört ins DIY Standardrepertoire. Ob 
als Mützenbommel oder zur Dekoration - jeder kennt sie, 
jeder liebt sie! Dass man mit PomPoms aber auch noch 
viel mehr machen kann, zeigen wir im nächsten Herbst-
Kit. Mit professionellem PomPom-Zubehör entstehen 
perfekte Bommeln für alle möglichen Selbermach-
Projekte. Lass dich überraschen, wie viel aus dem DIY-
Klassiker entstehen kann. PomPoms für alle!

Alle Abo-Bestellungen ab dem 30. Juli 2018 
beginnen mit Kit Nr. 38. Der Versand erfolgt am 
1. Oktober 2018. www.supercraftlab.com

Preview supercraft Kit No. 38

Everybody loves PomPoms!

The next kit is dedicated to a DIY classic: The PomPom! 
Yarn PomPoms adorn hats and those little decorational balls 
make many DIY projects more fun. With professional Pom-
Pom tools and colourful yarn, we'll show you how to make 
beautiful patters and different sizes for fun projects. Who 
knew that you can make so many fantastic styles?

Let the fun begin with the supercraft autumn kit! 

This moodboard is for all subscription orders starting 
from July 30th, 2018. Shipping date is October 1st, 2018. 
www.supercraftlab.com

Want to try supercraft? Don't miss the Early Bird Price for the next supercraft 
autumn Kit! From Juli 30th.- August 12th 2018 you can save 20% with the Code "early-
bird" when you order the next autumn kit. 


